
There was a time when the wet core drilling of many materials was out of the reach of the general 
contractor due to the expensive outlay for specialist machinery and the high cost of consumables.

Over recent years wet core drilling has become more accessible to the general contractor due to the introduction of high 
powered drill motors and drilling rigs at a more affordable price. This introduction has enabled the drilling of more difficult 
materials such as granite, heavily reinforced concrete & Flint aggregate concrete. In addition to more affordable machinery 
the price of wet drilling consumables has also reduced throughout the industry.

What a wet core drill segment is made of:

Diamond segments consist of a small quantity of industrial diamond grit surrounded by a metal matrix bond, this matrix 
may include the powders of copper, tin, carbon, iron, silver, cobalt, nickel, and graphite, amongst others. Once the powders 
are mixed they are loaded into moulds and undergo a hot or cold pressing process forming segments. 

For the best results the manufacture of a diamond segment should match the nature of the material to be drilled as 
closely as possible. If the material is hard, the bond of the diamond segments should be softer, as the nature of the 
diamond segment is to become blunt when cutting hard materials. With a softer bonded segment the blunted diamonds 
and surrounding metal matrix are allowed to be worn away quicker enabling the new sharper diamonds below to be 
exposed to participate in the drilling. If the material being drilled is relatively soft, the bond should be harder, as in this 
case the diamonds remain sharper for longer and require release from the matrix a lot slower thus increasing tool 
longevity.

The size, hardness and concentration of diamond grit contained within a core drill segment can also contribute massively 
to a core drills performance. For example, when the material to be drilled is soft, the diamond contained within the 
segment should be of medium grade hardness and large in size. When the material being drilled is of a medium hardness 
it is beneficial to have a high concentration of larger diamonds. When the material being drilled is hard, the diamond 
should be of a hard grade and small in size with the concentration being a little lower than in a soft / medium materials 
segment.

A large proportion of Mexco wet core drills are handmade, this enables us the facility to tailor make wet core drills to 
your specific requirements. Whether you need longer or shorter barrels, faster cutting, longer life time, aggregate specific 
segments or just an off the shelf core drill, give us a call and speak to one of our experienced team and we will endeavour 
to help.
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